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About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France
FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The King on his ‘throne.’ Photo: Alicia

Good Times at Carnival

Mirail float wins prestigious “Most confetti” title

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan with the help
of Alex Herpe and André C. Valente and proudly
funded by the Université de Toulouse II since 2010.
The Mariner takes its journalistic responsibilities
very seriously. The Mariner’s masthead was designed
by the talented Florent Guth, and other contributors
are credited as they appear. The Mariner would also
like to thank Dave Finkbrau for his help, and all the
Finkbraus that helped in the creation of the Mariner.

C

arnival. The word had been on
the street for weeks, and now,
on Saturday the fifth, it was
finally happening. I proudly stomped
out of my house on Saturday dressed
as Khaleesi from Game of Thrones.
Buzzing crowds hovered in the streets;
getting to the front line of the parade
proved to be quite a struggle!

facebook.com/themarinernews

Once there, I readied my camera to
take a shot of the Mirail float – only
to realize that I would have to wait
for much longer than I’d originally
thought. A giant king standing on a
toilet glided by; a papier mâché turtle
towered over dancing ecologists; flocks
of children trailed behind a Brazil
float chanting: “Brazil, Brazil!”; the
Occitan community got its say with
a bright red and yellow ‘Calandreta’
tractor; merry pirates scattered confetti from a (probably hijacked) ship.

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

“This is my first carnival and I love it!

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Twitter: @themarinernews

by Alicia, L1 Philosophy

I can use my sword whenever I want –
I found a samurai to fight with earlier
and now I’ve got to win against this
pirate!” Eddard Stark (David) said.
“I’ve been to the Toulouse carnival
before and I’ll go again next year;
I’m hoping to make the most of all
the floats!” Daphné the pirate cut in.

Suddenly, the Mirail float came by:
bright and impressive. I ran after it,
hoping for some photos… only to be
hit by a tornado of confetti. I managed
to catch one glimpse of the people
on the float – laughing students, all
dressed up – before being hit again.
Luckily the back of the float was
photo-worthy; it was my only safe
viewpoint.

Clouds of color rose from all sides as
the float made its way down the street.
It was certainly the most generous of
The Mirail float still hadn’t made its them all confetti-wise; the streets of
grand entry, so I had time to inter- Toulouse will be covered in the Mirupt a sword fight between a pirate rail’s multicolored offering for a while.
and Eddard Stark long enough for an
interview.

U.S.S.R.
Our Far-Flung Correspondents:

in russia the past is never dead.
it isn’t even past.

by Alex Herpe, M1 FLE

W

e in the West usually have mixed
feelings about the U.S.S.R.
Sure, it was that terrible place
where even a non-regulation haircut could
get you a one-way trip to Siberia—but it
also occupies its own place of awesomeness
and mysticism in our popular imagination. Even today, meeting a Russian often
involves talking vodka and spies while
calling him tovarishch, as much as meeting
a French person calls for croissants and
Bordeaux while calling him mon amour.

I’m no exception to the rule. Like many
western kids on their first trip to Russia,
I was full of Soviet excitement. As my
flight landed in Moscow on a cold January night, my iPod was blasting the Red
Army Choir and the Soviet anthem. I
looked forward to seeing Lenin, getting a
ride in a Lada and tasting the finest vodka
(only later would I learn from a Russian
encounter that there is no such thing as
fine vodka. Vodka is vodka.) I had traveled
East before, to former socialist republics. I
did not expect a trip back in the U.S.S.R.
I had purposefully loaded my suitcase
with Soviet mystification, so that I could
confront and abandon those stereotypes
during my trip.

of the old regime remain part of today’s U.S.S.R. are part of Russia’s history, a
economic and political leadership. Start- heritage that cannot be destroyed. “These
ing, of course, with Vladimir Putin.
monuments are very important for our
parents and grand-parents,” she says. “for
The whole country felt as one of those most tourists, Russia means the U.S.S.R.,
houses with Christmas ornaments still up and they are very curious about that period
in January, not quiet willing to take down […] If we destroy those monuments, we’ll
the reminiscence of the good old days, have nothing else to show.”
expecting Santa to be back any time soon.
Except that here Santa had been a pretty Natasha, a 23 year old architect, says
naughty boy, sending you and your family nostalgia for the U.S.S.R. is mostly a
to the Gulag for the heck of it.
thing of the elderly. “In those times,
they all lived together as one big family
I happened to be in Moscow on the 90th in kommunalka,” she says. Kommunalka
anniversary of Lenin’s death. Hundreds are communal apartment shared by sevwere lined up in Red Square in a slow and eral families. “People miss the solidarity
mournful procession to the leader’s tomb – of those times when everything seemed
mostly nostalgic elderly flying communist simpler.”
flags but also some younger folks. Piles of
red carnations were laid in front of Lenin’s Trying to understand the relation that
tomb and also – more disturbingly – on Russian people have with their past helps
Stalin’s grave.
understanding many aspects of Russian
politics nowadays. Saying the U.S.S.R.
If it had not been for the countless Ameri- never fell would be wrong and historically
can fast food chains and the luxuri- inaccurate, but many aspects of the Russian
ous SUV’s roaring up the streets, my society are based on U.S.S.R. structures.
dated stereotypes would hardly have been
challenged.
Like the Mirail changing its name, Russia
is also in a quest for its lost power and
It seems as if we, the West, had forgotten popularity/recognition. They did think of
to tell Russia the U.S.S.R. was over. Maybe changing their name to Canada, or Jean
they just did not get the memo. Or maybe Jaurès, but instead decided to flex their
we got the wrong memo.
muscles and invade Ukraine.
I’m in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia’s 5th What we see as a long-gone past is seen as
largest city, located west of the Urals. an ongoing process. What our history
Formerly known as Gorky, Nizhny was books teach us is a fallen regime is an
one of the main Soviet military research existing reality from a Russian perspective.
and production sites, and was closed to
foreigners up until 1990. Sitting in a cafe
with a couple of Russian students, I share
my surprise at finding so many remnants
of the U.S.S.R.

However, after a couple of days in the
Motherland, the amount of Lenin statues
and hammer and sickles had me worried.
Signs of communism are everywhere;
tanks and cannons are common ornaments in public squares in every town,
along with freshly painted murals of red
stars and fallen Soviet heroes. School
supply stores sell notebooks picturing
leaders from Lenin to Putin in the most
communist fashion. And less visible but
no less significant, numerous apparatchiks Olga, 23, says all those testimonies of the

M1 Urban studies' Class Project
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Prof. Fever (artist’s impression)

A few months ago, geography teacher Pierre
Lefevre - or as we call him, Professor Fever - wrote
to us with an idea for a partnership with his M1
Urban Studies class, which he teaches in English.
He wanted their 2nd semester project to be writing
an article for the Mariner. Obviously, we agreed.
Today we are proud to present the results that
combine geography and humor - a rare combo.
These are excerpts. You can read the full articles
at www.themarinernews.wordpress.com

Prejudices Die Hard

or: Talking stereotypes & getting drunk in a bar
by Bastien
with an Englishman
Student at Toulouse and practicing
rugby since I was young, I met an
amazing character that every Frenchman would like— George, an English
rugby fan. Always in search of otherness, I asked him for an interview in
a pub. Armed with my baguette, my
beret, my patriotism and my French
accent, I tried to reveal the secrets of
our best enemies. I begin talking over
my half-pint of beer...
Good English people love to
settle in France, so what motivated you? Is it our red wine
and cheese or our dentists and
reimbursed healthcare?
Definitely not your healthcare. I miss
the NHS! Here I had to pay just to get
a doctor to sign a form saying I was
allowed to play rugby. At home you can
have all kinds of surgeries and X-rays
for free! Thve food and wine however
are something special though! I'm going to go home a lot fatter than when I
arrived. The wine is so cheap as well!
Definitely worth putting up with all
your French bureaucracy, paperwork
and disorganization. The weather
is also much, much better. It's only
March and I think we've already had
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more sunny days
than we get in the
UK all year.
Today in England
they are security
cameras everywhere. How does
it feel in France
no longer being
filmed on every
street corner?

I actually hadn't
noticed that until now.
Once you get used
ne
y su burban
on behind orderl
to it, you just don't
notice whether there
I think
are CCTV cameras or not. If you're we've got quite a good deal when it
not doing anything wrong then what's comes to the EU - we're sort of in it
the problem with being filmed as you and sort of not, we choose when we
go about your day-to-day business! want to be European and when we
Do all the French have something to don't when it suits us. We're quite
hide? I don't really see it as much of a arrogant so like to think of ourselves
problem - it doesn't really affect you as our own special continent that can
and can only make you safer!
do what it wants. Although the pound
(It begins to get interesting when I is definitely much better than the Euro!
order another pint and continue)
(I've just taken a blow to my morale so
What does the term European I order another pint)
Union mean to you ? Eastern New freedoms sometimes make
Bloc or El Dorado?

life sc

u s
not very reasonable. You had
to wear school uniforms during
your whole childhood. Is it why
you are dressed like that today?
Haha, I'll give you that one, the French
do dress a lot better than the English.
Most English people don't know what
the word "chic" means. But it's a lot
easier at school to simply wake up and
put on your uniform rather than having
to think about what to wear. Perhaps
the time you spent choosing your
clothes, we spent learning?

‘A little partying never killed anybody’ - The REAL Erasmus Life

By Eva and Antony

Since Erasmus was started in 1987, more than 3
million people have shared this experience. Here,
only for you, is the truth revealed! We present the
typical schedule of the Erasmus student, in and
out of class. Rhian (Scotland), Erhan (Turkey),
Marta (Poland) and Natalie (England) share us
their experience in France.

lier, and Carcassonne. And they are already thinking
about what they’ll do Thursday evening, which is
weekly student night. In the evening, they prepare
for Big Bed party. They meet together at Rhian’s
house and put mattresses on the floor. The party
begins with music, pajamas and alcohol. Nobody
really remembers how it ends though.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

In the morning, there's university. Maybe do a
presentation about The culture of Toulouse. It's not
very funny. Fortunately, in the afternoon, like Rhian,
Erasmus students go downtown to do shopping.
They also take the opportunity to make a few trips
outside the city to visit. Rhian talked about Montpel-

Thursday is a day dedicated to sports. In the
afternoon, Erasmus students can go to the gym
or play their favorite sports: badminton, football,
rugby, etc. Thursday night has become an institution for Erasmus students: alcohol, club, bar, party.
Erasmus students, as Rhian, enjoy ‘mainly friends,

good company and good music!’ Shanghai, Opium
and Purple are the best places to dance.
FRIDAY
After the madness of Thursday night, Friday is the
day of the hangover. Some water, aspirin for the
headache (thanks Lafayette pharmacy!), sunglasses
and it's time to go to class. Or stay in bed. It depends
on the motivation. As Rhian says, ‘I would usually
sleep until about 12pm.’ Then is the beginning of the
weekend. Get ready for a trip, bars in the evening
and ‘having fun with friends, playing guitar (to hear
other sounds than Christophe Mae, Lady Gaga and
Matt Pokora), talking, joking…’ like Erhan says.

M1 Urban studies
Class Project
The Geopolitics of

Springfield, South Park &
by Aurélien
the American City

Game of Thrones
A reading of contemporary tensions
by Clément

W

inter is Coming or the Committed environmentalists, the House of
threat of Climate Stark show their will to protect nature
Change
against climate change through their motto
“Winter is Coming.” While everybody knows
Only the Night’s Watch, the federal army the risk of climate change, they do not want
which was constituted in 1997, pursuant to to hear what the Night’s Watch says about it:
the Kyoto Protocol, to avoid the development Winter is really coming.
of winter, politicians about the unequivocal
and continuing global refreshment which is
ragons or the Return of
due to human activities.
Nuclear Weapons in the
East.
In the background of these violent dynastic
struggles, the increasing threat of Winter In addition to the crisis in the Twenty-eight
does not seem to worry political leaders. Only Kingdoms of the European Union, another
The Night’s Watch aka the Intergovernmental threat is arising on the eastern continent of
Panel on Climate Change—the UN force Essos, which is similar to Eurasia. Daenerys,
which was constituted in 1988—is struggling leader of the House Targaryen, wants to cross
to prevent the development of winter. They the Narrow Sea to take back the Iron Throne.
have unsuccessfully attempted to warn poli- She is helped by her dragons, a symbol of
ticians about the unequivocal and continuing power—but something that everybody
global cooling caused by human activities. thought had vanished. Numerous ambitious
This lack of political awareness means the figures lust after these weapons of mass deTwenty-eight Kingdoms threaten to vanish struction. Will Daenerys use this new weapon
under the snow and ice.
with good judgment in the next season?

D

Homer mocks Flanders for his religiousness.

Examination of characters' behavior in these three iconic places
– city, home and school - reveals
American society, as portrayed
in the Simpsons and South Park,
as generally highly individualistic
and selfish. Nevertheless, it is
often necessary for characters in
the Simpsons and South Park, as
in real life, to unite in the face of
exceptional circumstances or imSocial interactions in the city minent danger, as in the Simpsons
If South Park and Springfield are Movie where Springfield is put
cities of different sizes, people's under a huge glass dome.
behavior is the same in each,
marked by tribe-like social groups
and individualism. This individualism and tribalism are exhibited in
several ways, the strongest being As everybody knows, (almost)
mockery of others' differences. everything you see on television
For example, Homer Simpson is true. Based on this knowledge
incessantly mocks Flanders and we wanted to inform the paranoid
his family because of their reli- population of places to avoid if
giousness; Cartman mocks Kyle’s you want to survive.
Jewish parents. This individualism
is also reflected in the way the city To present this analysis, we have
has a purely utilitarian function for chose three categories of TV
characters rather than a social one: shows and made a thorough clasthey regularly keep to themselves, sification of the location of each
without mixing. In the supermarket murder or attempted murder. We
and in the restaurant, the Simpsons compiled statistics by listing
remain among themselves. In every death in 876 episodes of
South Park, the four children do not 7 TV Series: The Practice, NYPD
accept newcomers like Damien and Blue, Law and Order, Hannibal,
are permanently together. Moe’s Dexter, The Wire and Breaking
bar is maybe the only place of Bad.
social interaction.
Legal/Cop Shows (The pratice,
NYPD Blue, Law and Order)
School
Springfield and South Park, the
fictional towns of the TV shows
Simpsons and South Park, are
caricatures, inspired by real
towns in the US and particularly
by the current of individualism in
American society. The following is
an analysis of that current through
these shows' depictions of three
iconic places in American life.

Places to avoid when you don't want to get killed in TV shows

The school is also a place of flagship individualism. Badly behaved
kids are honored while the shyest
students are ignored. Teachers
are caricatured in South Park
as we see Mr. Garrison, with his
puppet Mr. Hand, has great trouble
imposing discipline and unity in
the classroom. Meanwhile, in the
playground, children mix only
briefly. Kids who try to escape this
individualism, like Lisa Simpson,
face the scorn of their peers for the
causes they advocate.

Places of residence are the most common location of murders in cop
shows, accounting for 53% of murder
locations. This is followed by streets,
roads and public areas with 34%.
Interestingly, on cop shows very few
deaths occur in hospitals. In reality
most people die from their wounds
after receiving medical attention, but
in cop shows it looks better on TV if
people are killed by guns in their living
rooms.

by Pierre & Aude

1, episode 2, Breaking Bad) .
Walter White's quote sums up
the whole situation: “I'll still be
out there, keeping tabs […] and
maybe a day or so later, maybe
a week, a year, when you're
going on a walk in Santa Fe or
Manhattan or Prague wherever,
without a worry in the world,
and then suddenly you'll hear
the scrape of a footstep behind
you, but before you can even
turn around, POP! Darkness...”
every Sunday and it will be ok. God
is with you, and that nice policeman
Detective Mike Logan of Law and Order
will be your guardian angel and purge
your city of crime.

Other drug dealers are really
dangerous, such as Tuco
Salamanca, the Albuquerque
meth distributor in Breaking Bad: he is
angry, violent and erratic. In one scene
he even beats his associate to death
just for disagreeing with him.

Drug Shows (The Wire, Breaking According to our research, your life
Bad)
expectancy as a drug dealer will usually
be very short. If you sell your product
Here is some good advice: there are on the streets, make sure that you're
many ways to make money in this not on someone else's turf, because
world, but we can't recommend drug that's where you have the highest
dealing.
chance of getting killed. We calculate
If you do choose that path, be cautious that, on the Wire and Breaking Bad,
all the time, because you can get killed 29% of drug dealers get killed in other
dealers' territory.
anywhere at any time.
Drug dealers are unpredictable, so you In a nutshell, life in shows about drugs
is highly dangerous, but mostly for
But don't panic: you can avoid a tragic can also die in a library, a container, drug dealers. As Omar Little of the Wire
an
RV,
a
meth
lab,
a
hospice
or
in
death by being a perfectly behaved
says, “it’s all in the game, yo.”
Good Boy. Don't cheat, go to church Jesse Pinkman's bathtub (cf. Season

Edumacation

You Are Getting Sleepy — Very Sleepy
Attention Span: Why You’re Learning Less Than You ZZZZZZZ

ZZ Z

by Alexander Escorcio, Linguistics and Computer Science, Erasmus

T

he battle with your eyelids enters its second hour as you finish shading the
elephantine ears on the caricature of the dude sitting in front of you; the
professor’s mouth is moving, but the sugar in your cerebrum has sunk to such
low reserves that her voice instead manifests as a drone. It’s like trying to listen
to your neighbor’s movie-night. You go to check your watch, realize that you’re
not wearing one, and check your phone instead. It seems like it’s been 4:14 for 15
minutes, and there’s more than an hour to go.

Dear readers, this article is an inquiry into surely values the amount of information
dents retain and which
the value of lectures that are over an hour s t u surely has access to
in duration.
such studies, not
It might be tongue in cheek, but my eyes
have done some work. They’ve trawled
stacks of scholarly studies in order to
state confidently that the length of
lectures in this university is detrimental to student learning.
The sustained attention
span of an adult —the
amount of time for
which a person can
focus effectively on a
task —is around twenty
minutes in duration on
average. Other studies
have stretched this figure
to as much as forty minutes.

A study carried out in 1976 found
that students require a few minutes to
settle in to a teaching environment, (to
take their seats, exchange any restless gossip, sharpen a pencil, smile at that person
who they’d rather be sitting beside, and
open a book) after which an optimum
period of alertness and concentration is
maintained for ten to eighteen minutes.
Following this period, their efficiency
declines.

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

Z

suggest our sustained attention spans may
be decreasing due to our online lifestyles.

But don’t take it from me. In your own
opinion, doesn’t it go without saying that
a four hour lecture is a bad idea? Have you
ever watched a four hour film? Is there a
popular sporting event that would attempt
to do so? A song? A play?
For those who have experienced the
greener grass of shorter sessions, the data
only serves to affirm the obvious: two,
three and four or more hour lectures are
unproductively long.

It is unclear why any thoughtful or benevolent learning establishment would
subscribe to this poorly informed,
wasteful policy. It is unclear why
any thoughtful or benevolent
learning establishment would
not change such an impediment to their goal.
For now, we can only fight
our eyelids, check the time,
and carry on with this caricature.

concede that altering
their timetable would do
wonders for what should be
their principal goal: education?

Can the university argue that such a
change would be inconvenient to professors? I would hazard a guess that professors wouldn’t mind more concentration
Another study conducted in 1985 tested in the classroom.
students’ ability to recall facts contained in
a 20 minute presentation. Perhaps counter- Can the university argue that such
intuitively, students were more likely to a change would be too difficult
remember facts given at the beginning of to implement? Well, that would
the presentation, than those covered at the be relatively obtuse; a multitude
end. Information presented after the 15 of universities in the world have
minute mark was much less likely to stick. picked up on and acted on this
information. More hours are
Isn’t the logical conclusion from this data not required, only a smarter
that classes should be timetabled for just arrangement of existing ones.
under twenty minutes of premium learning per session? It seems that educational This is the age of the internet; an
psychologists would advise it. If not, they emperor with a crown of tabs and
would be likely to propose that teachers a cape of so many changing and
sufficiently alter their approach, style or diverse materials that his
topic after each twenty minute block in subjects have adapted
to marvel at tidbits for
order to attain a similar result.
only moments at a
Why then does this university, which time: Recent studies

Dreaming of the big time.

Another Mirail Success Story
A Better Today, Tomorrow:

Will Bee Api Make a Buzz?

Could new social network become the new Facebook of
le Mirail ? (Nope.)
by Fiona ZHOU, M1 IES & TIC

A

s we all know, Facebook, the world’s
most famous social network, was created at one of the world’s most famous
universities. Hot on its heels, Le Mirail (aka
Dead-White-Man U.) just launched its own
social network, Bee Api, in January. This is a
new platform where students, teachers, and
staff can express themselves not just about their
classes, but also about every little thing that
happens in life on campus.
Our intrepid reporter Fiona interviewed Eric
Castex & Eric Ferrante, the two people in
charge of this new campus social network.
F: Could you briefly introduce “Bee Api”?

EC: Our goal is to offer the teachers a way
to teach students through a digital medium.
And the social network could be an interesting way for students to interact with their
teachers and classmates, going beyond the
older pedagogical platform IRIS.
F: Who had the idea for Bee Api? When did
this idea appear?

EF: The idea of Bee Api comes from a teacher
who put forward an idea called “Lire en réseaux” in 2011. Then the director of DTICE*,
Laurent Lagriffoul, and I continued the project under the name “Api”, which we decided
would be open to everyone at the university.
The idea of “Bee Api” appeared in 2013.
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F:
Who does use Bee Api frequently right
now?

EF: Principally it’s the staff of the library.
The library joined the project right at the
beginning.

EC: The project is still in its infancy - we still
need teachers to accept this new means of
interacting with their students. Our role is
to accompany the teacher in accepting the
educational potential of the system, and then
in encouraging the students to join in.
F: Have you received positive or negative
reactions to Bee Api?
EC: Until now, we haven’t really received
many comments. But according to the users,
they are happy with this social network.

F: Did the developers consult with students
and teachers about the demand for this type
of network?

F: What does the future look like for Bee
Api?

F: Is there a conflict with “IRIS”?

F: What’s the financial support in this
project?

EC: Initially, some teachers and some staff
of the library were consulted about the project. I reached out to a student group, though
they decided not to take an active role.
EF: It’s not just a way to teach, we can use it
to study, too. The students are also the owners: they can relate to other people, work,
exchange and share their ideas, even debate
some sensitive points. On “IRIS”, only the
teachers can update the educational material
and the students can only download it. But
here, people can discuss with others who
come from different disciplines, different
years, and the teachers. There is no hierarchy
on Bee Api.
F: But Bee Api is not popular with students.

EF: That’s true. We haven’t really advertised
it yet. But we will do that at the beginning
of the next school year, which is the most
important time for the university. We’ve
been running some small trials to test the
functionality of Bee Api. We made some
mistakes too. For example, on ENT, we
didn’t put the logo of Bee Api in an obvious
place. But it’s also not that easy getting that
top line because everyone wants [to advertise
there].

EC: We don’t have any specific goals. We
don’t expect huge success immediately,
though we hope more and more people will
adopt this social network. We give ourselves
two or three years to see what will happen.
EC: We don’t have any major financing yet.

F: What if someone publishes something
that doesn’t relate to an educational topic?

EC: It doesn’t matter. People can publish
whatever they want. We respect their freedom of expression.
F: Does this kind of social network exist at
other universities?

EC: Yes, the most famous one is at the
Université de Paris V. It began its network a
few years ago. In Toulouse, we are the only
one. Students here study the humanities; they
like to express themselves. Consequently it
provides an open environment at the university and an appreciation for a social network
like this.

Don’t Call Me Honey

F: Why is it named Bee Api?

EF: “Api” is the acronym of “Apprendre en
Partageant ses Intérêts”. And when we refer
to Api culture (apiculture, or beekeeping,)
we imagine a bee gathering pollen and disseminating it around it.

The point of view of one user who uses Api Bee
and is named “Sarah fait d’ la philo” as her
username.
F: Could you talk about your experience
about the Api Bee?

Sarah fait d’la philo: I use it but not much
yet. Firstly, I’m trying to get the general
idea of this social network. Secondly, I don’t
have many contacts on Api Bee and I don’t
have many things to share yet. I think the
initiative of Api Bee is definitely cool and I
like the campus-specific social network idea.
But it’s a pity that we don’t reflexively turn
to Api Bee yet, as is the case with Facebook
and Twitter.
But I like the basis that we can exchange
everything about our interests, our studies
and other things that we do, for example on
the blogs, with all the students, teachers, and
staff of our university.

You can find the blue logo of “Bee Api” on the
You side
can of
find
blue homepage
logo of “Bee
Api” and
on
right
the the
personal
of ENT,
the under
right the
side
of the
personal
just
block
of “mes
cours”. homepage

of ENT, and just under the block of “mes

It’s just a start. Who knows, maybe in the future
cours”.
the
next giant social network might come from
our
It’suniversity?
just a start. Who knows, maybe in the

future the next giant social network might
come from our university?

*Direction des Technologies de l’Information et de la
Communication pour l’Enseignement

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment: Metro, Haribo, No-no

W

hat if
y o u
were in
paradise and you
didn’t even know
it?

At the beginning
of the calendar
year I was cruising in the metro
and feeling happy in
the haze of a drunken
hour.

My exams were no longer an issue so I
had time to think about precious things.

charge of this decision and kick them in
the eye . But those TV’s gave me another
patchwork for my quilt celebrating my
love/hate relationship with the SNCF.
I see a difference between a place that
you choose to go such as McDonald’s or
Gaumont and a place that you need to go
for transportation such as a train station.
Last week, on week 13 of the Gregorian
calendar, Tisseo managed to top the
SNCF with a hatful of promotions, giving its users a three-straight-day invasion
of street marketers handing out samples.
On Monday we got some Ricoré—which
reminded me of Sunday dinners at my
Ne-ma’s when we used to drink out of
glasses instead of coffee cups.

While mechanically making my way out
of Matabiau metro station, a
gleaming image interrupted my
train of thought. I felt stunned
Discount
as if I was facing the ghost of a
flights to
raging bull.

On Tuesday we got a
mini-pack of Haribo’s new
Crocos (OK free candy,
that was pretty nice) and
on Wednesday we were
Ibiza—I
It was an image of a shoeless boy
offered tiny cans of Lipon a swing, rocking between thought I was ton fluorescent Ice Tea. I
two gigantic Samsung plasma going to puke. wasn’t a fan of this one: I
screens. It was an animated ad
was raised on the idea that
promoting discount flights to
fluorescent liquids are for
Ibiza—I thought I was going to puke.
cleaning and are toxic.
Those ubiquitous billboards made of flat But the award for Best Corporate Comscreen TV’s had already invaded our mercial to Break the Fourth Wall in the
“restaurants” or cinemas but here, they metro goes to... [… drum roll… ] Wait
invaded a space that we can’t escape. For a for it… Numericable! Their logo is now
moment I wanted to find whoever was in

The Rat of Not-Pub.

printed on the Plexiglas between the
turnstile and the four massive columns
inside Capitole metro station.

The boutique faces Tisseo users when
they are heading out the station and
two sales assistants wait there trying to
harpoon every potential customer who
is too tired to think straight after a long
day of work. I think I’ll still feel ill from
those things for a long time.

I must say that there is a silver lining to
this situation and my dwindling happiness is starting to recover. I think I found
my comfort place in my sweet, sweet
university. When you think of it, it’s a
paradise, where the grass is green and the
girls are pretty. It’s an ad-free zone and
I hope that the Mirail will always fight
fiercely to keep it that way.

The Silver Screen

The Long Goodbye Will Be OK with You

T

he story: Marlowe’s best friend
comes to his house and asks Marlowe to take him to the Mexico
border. Marlowe says yes, but soon learns
that his friend is accused of murdering
his wife. Later he learns that the friend
committed suicide. But something is
wrong, something doesn’t fit and Marlowe knows it. When the police are on
his back, Marlowe makes jokes; when a
twisted sadistic gangster is threatening
him, Marlowe still makes jokes, but his
humor hides a hardheaded personality
and he is going to have to work hard to
find the truth...

by Hugues Marly, L1 History

than Elliot Gould in
1973. This Marlowe is
sarcastic but never cynical, he makes jokes but
he doesn’t mess with
friendship. That’s very
honorable but is there
any place for him in the
L.A. of the 70’s where
security guards perform
imitations of old classic
Hollywood actors? That
is also what the movie is
about. Is there a place
for this detective in
the America of the
post-Vietnam war-era?
Maybe not, but the
The suave sophistication of the private detective
lonesome detective is
Goodbye is ok with me.
not going let himself
fade away or try to act fake. Marlowe plays The Long Goodbye is available on DVD at the
but never lies.
Mirail Library.

Many film-lovers know MASH by the
great director Robert Altman. But what
about The Long Goodbye? Released in 1973
this detective movie is an adaptation of
the Raymond Chandler book. But this
time private detective Philip Marlowe is
not only sarcastic, he is also very chill,
calm and cool - at least on the outside. If you want to check out a great movie that
He always says, “It’s ok with me.” There has influenced such cult films as The Big
could not be a better actor to play the role Lebowski or Punch-Drunk Love, The Long

